Saturn-pram
Include:
Carrycot

Highlights:
Large carrycot for the Saturn R stroller
Incl. canopy, carrycot cover and mattress
Soft padding
Suitable from birth
Productimages:
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Saturn-pram

Use our Saturn R stroller right from birth with the separately available Saturn carrycot
(Saturn-pram)! This large and elegant carrycot is available in different colours very light
and simply stylish.
Comfortable. In this cosy carrycot, your little newborn will feel very safe right from the
start. The soft padding and comfy mattress offer maximum lying confort. The inlay and
mattress can be removed if necessary. Thanks to the gaps in the canopy, the carrycot is
very easy to transport. In addition, the large canopy, which can also be folded backwards
or removed completely by opening the zip fastening for a better ventilation, protects your
little one perfectly against sun, wind and rain. The carrycot is made of water
repellent-materials to protect your child in the best of possible ways against all weather
influence. Its covering can be removed by opening the zip fastening. And what's more:
the carrycot can be folded down flatly for a better space-saving storage.
Simple fixing. The Saturn carrycot is fixed directly on the stroller chassis, while separate
adapters are not necessary. This way, the carrycot can be easily fixed on the chassis and
removed from it at all times.
Protection against dirt. Thanks to the small feet in dotation, the carrycot has always a
stable and safe hold, while staying clean at the same time when put on the ground.
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Saturn-pram
Colorvariants
345375 Caviar/stone

345382 Denim/silver

345399 Lunar/stone

Equipment characteristics
Easy to clean
Measurements and weights
Inner measurements carrycot

76 x 33 x 19 cm

Measurements built-up (max.)

86 x 45 x 65 cm

Sending information
Pack size

46,5 x 18 x 90 cm

Weight total single item (without box)

5,70 kg

Weight total single item (incl. box)

6,70 kg

Product Videos
SaturnR-Pram_ID3076_v01.mp4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWrcJ_bTIZ4
iPro-Series.mp4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yh_zogOwNhc
https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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